
KHA 18 LTX BL 40 (600752840) Cordless hammer
18V; Plastic Carry Case

Order no. 600752840
EAN 4061792199934

Cordless hammer with SDS max holder for extremely powerful hammer drilling and chiselling - any time and anywhere
Maximum drill performance, efficiency and service life thanks to brushless technology and high-performance hammer
action
Combination hammer with 2 functions: hammer drilling and chiselling
Metabo VibraTech (MVT): working, also continuously, in a low-fatigue manner whilst protecting the user's health
High performance hammer action, precisely mounted in a housing made of aluminium alloy: long-lasting and robust
Vario Constamatic (VTC) Electronics for drilling jobs in materials requiring customised speeds, which remain almost constant
under load
Optional reduction of speed and impact energy for working in softer materials
Metabo S-automatic safety clutch: mechanical decoupling of the drive for safe working should the drill stop unexpectedly
With attachment point for tool safety straps for working at great heights
LED work light for optimum view of the drilling site
Low-dust chiselling and drilling with external dust extraction ESA max (accessories)
Many brands, one battery pack system: This product can be combined with all 18V battery packs and chargers of the CAS
brands: www.cordless-alliance-systems.com

Product may differ from Image
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Technical data

Characteristics

Battery voltage 18 V

Max. single blow energy (EPTA) 8.6 J

Maximum impact rate 3200 bpm

Drill-Ø concrete with hammer drills 40 mm

Drill-Ø masonry with core bits 105 mm

No-load speed 450 - 580 rpm

Bit retainer SDS-max

Weight without battery pack 6.9 kg

Weight with battery pack 7.9 kg

Vibration

Hammer drilling concrete 12.5 m/s²

Uncertainty of measurement K 4.2 m/s²

Chiseling 8.5 m/s²

Uncertainty of measurement K 3.2 m/s²

Noise emission

Sound pressure level 94 dB(A)

Sound power level (LwA) 105 dB(A)

Uncertainty of measurement K 3 dB(A)

Scope of delivery

rubber-coated side handle

Side handle

Drilling depth guide

Lubricant for tool shank end

Duster

Plastic carry case

without battery pack, without charger
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